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Uncertainty, Learning and the Value of Information in the Residential Real Estate Market∗ Elliot Anenberg† Duke University April 19, 2011



Abstract This paper investigates the effects of uncertainty about home values on seller welfare and seller behavior. I develop a theoretical model of the home selling problem which expands on existing housing search models by allowing for withdrawals, uncertainty, and Bayesian learning. I estimate the model using a rich micro housing dataset on home listings and home transactions. The results suggest that, after incorporating advice from realtors, seller beliefs about demand are relatively precise. However, sellers who put their homes on the market after a period where prices declined tend to overstate the value of their home. Realtors provide substantial value to less sophisticated sellers because uncertainty and the inability to process information have significant effects on welfare. The model predicts a significant amount of persistence in price appreciation rates, which has been difficult for existing studies to explain within an efficient markets framework, even when there is no persistence in the fundamentals. ∗
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Introduction



The housing market is a classic example of a thin market. Even though there may be a large stock of homes in a given neighborhood, the number of houses that share a particular physical characteristic or amenity in that location can be small. This large degree of differentiation, combined with the low turnover rate of homes and the volatility in prices over time, makes it difficult for sellers to assess home values based on comparable sales. This uncertainty may be especially severe in the housing market relative to other thin markets because it is more difficult to survey demand given that buyers must visit a home to evaluate its characteristics. In addition, sellers tend to be inexperienced because home owners typically do not sell many homes over the course of their lifetime. Given the potential for uncertainty in the housing market, the primary goal of this paper is to estimate how uncertainty affects seller welfare and seller behavior. Understanding these relationships is important for two main reasons. First, it provides an estimate of the value of information in the housing market. This is becoming increasingly important as rich micro housing datasets are becoming available1 and firms (e.g. zillow.com) want to know whether there is demand for more sophisticated home appraisal techniques. Estimating the cost of less information contributes to the literature on the value of real estate agents (Hendel, Nevo, and Ortalo-Magne (2009); Bernheim and Meer (2008)). Despite high commission rates, these existing studies present convincing evidence that sellers who select to sell by owner would have had similar selling outcomes if they had used a realtor. This begs the question: why are sellers willing to pay such high commissions, which are typically 3 percent of the sales price? Are they paying a high price for convenience, as Hendel, Nevo, and Ortalo-Magne (2009) suggest? Suppose that compared to sellers that sell by owner, the types of sellers who select realtors have less access to information or are less able to process information on their own. Then, if the value of information is large, the realtor’s ability to provide and process information is a valuable service to most sellers.2 Secondly, since previous empirical housing models abstract from seller uncertainty, incor1



An antitrust suit against the National Association of Realtors (NAR), which settled in 2008, made it easier to collect data on home listings from the internet. 2 84 percent of sellers use realtors according to the NAR (2007).
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porating it may help explain some previously unexplained stylized facts about the housing market, including the predictability of short-run price appreciation rates that has been welldocumented in the literature.3 This is an important contribution because housing data are used in a variety of important economic settings. For example, movements in the widely reported Case-Shiller home price index affect stock prices, banks and mortgage providers use sales data in determining whether to extend credit, and researchers, especially in public economics, use home price data to value public goods and amenities. The framework I develop for investigating these ideas combines a dynamic model of the home selling problem with a rich micro housing dataset on home listings and home transactions. In the model, sellers face a time-varying distribution of buyer valuations for their home, and their objective is to maximize the selling price less the holding costs of keeping the home on the market. As in the existing empirical search models of the real estate market (Horowitz (1992), Carrillo (2010)), I endogenize the seller’s decision over what list price to set and when to sell the house. The first key contribution of my model is that I allow sellers to withdraw their homes from the market without sale. This is critical because close to 50 percent of homes listed for sale are eventually withdrawn in my sample, and excluding this segment of the market introduces sample selection problems. The second main contribution of my model is that I allow for seller uncertainty about the distribution of buyer valuations. This is modeled through a prior on the mean of this distribution. Over the course of the selling horizon, buyer behavior provides (noisy) information about demand, and sellers update their priors using Bayes’ rule as in Lazear (1986).4 This learning process introduces duration dependence into the model, which is necessary to explain why list prices typically decline over the selling horizon and why the time on market (TOM) distribution is not geometric.5 Since I do not observe rich enough data on the buyer side to also identify the parameters of a dynamic model of buyer behavior, I present a simple, static model of buyer behavior 3



Lewis (2009) and Yang and Ye (2008) also use models with search, uncertainty, and learning to explain equilibrium price dynamics in other product markets, although their focus is on asymmetric price adjustments (also known as rockets and feathers). 4 My paper contributes a new application to the growing literature on empirical learning models. See, for example, Ackerberg (2003), Crawford and Shum (2005), Goettler and Clay (2009), Narayanan, Chintagunta, and Miravete (2007), Hitsch (2006), Erdem and Keane (1996). 5 Seller optimal strategies are time invariant in Horowitz (1992) and Carrillo (2010), presumably because they lack data on list price changes to identify a richer model.
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where the seller influences the buyer’s search problem through the choice of a list price. Nonetheless, the full model is rich enough to capture the key features of the home selling process including sequential search, a posting price mechanism, preference heterogeneity, heterogeneity in the motivation to sell, and observed and unobserved heterogeneity in the stock of homes. I estimate the model using dynamic programming techniques and simulated method of moments to recover the structural parameters. I match the predictions of the model to a dataset on single-family homes listed for sale on the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) in Los Angeles from 2006-2009. I merge the listing data with a transaction dataset to get detailed information on weekly list prices, sales prices (if the home sells), and TOM. I am not aware of other studies that have access to such a large dataset representing the full inventory and pricing histories of homes on the market. At the estimated parameters, the model can match many of the key features of the housing data, including declining list prices over the selling horizon; and lower list prices, larger list price changes, and shorter TOM for homes that are sold versus homes that are withdrawn. I also find that a high withdrawal rate is perfectly compatible with rational behavior. The estimated amount of uncertainty is high enough and the holding costs of keeping a home on the market are low enough that a pool of risk-neutral, unmotivated sellers find it optimal to test the market even though they fully anticipate withdrawing if they learn that demand for their house is insufficient.6 Since the sellers in my sample use real estate agents, the estimated parameters reflect the beliefs of sellers after incorporating advice from realtors. I find that these beliefs are relatively precise, and the precision is increasing in a measure of the similarity of surrounding homes. The standard deviation of buyer preference heterogeneity is about three times the size of the standard deviation of the seller’s prior. As a result, learning occurs relatively slowly because it is difficult for sellers to differentiate between, for example, high average demand and a high idiosyncratic taste for their house. Despite their shorter TOM, motivated sellers learn more than unmotivated sellers because their aggressive pricing attracts more buyers, who 6



Hitsch (2006) finds a similar result among potential entrants with uncertain product quality in the ready-to-eat breakfast cereal industry.
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provide more information. One of the most interesting findings to emerge is that sellers who put their homes on the market after a period where prices declined by 1 percent tend to overstate the value of their home by .65 percent.7 This method of price discovery is consistent with anecdotal evidence that sellers look to previous sales of similar houses when pricing their homes. Evidently, sellers (or their realtors) do not fully adjust their comparable sales analysis for the downward trend in prices during my sample period. My estimate is identified by comparing average list and sales prices for sellers entering the market under varying previous market conditions, and the identification is robust to unobserved heterogeneity. The identification strategy for expectation bias could be useful in other settings where list prices or reserve prices are observed in addition to selling prices. I use simulations of the model to show that biases and uncertainty have large welfare consequences for sellers, and the welfare consequences are larger when the market is more volatile. Sellers are $22,482 better off (5.06 percent of the expected sales price) on average under the beliefs estimated from the model relative to beliefs that would arise if sellers did not use a realtor and simply formed price expectations based on the FHFA city-wide house price index that is publicly available. This comparison suggests that realtors provide a lot of value to less sophisticated sellers through appraisals alone. Although I find that sellers with realtors have better information relative to what zillow.com and aggregated price indexes can provide, there is the potential for large welfare gains from more accurate expectations. The average seller in my sample would be $8,658 (1.95 percent of the expected sales price) better off with complete information. There is heterogeneity across types of sellers in the willingness to pay for information, and over 25 percent of sellers would be willing to pay over $12,000 for full information. These results suggest that there is a market for firms that can offer more sophisticated home appraisal techniques. At levels of uncertainty that are slightly lower than the estimated level of uncertainty, simulations show that suboptimal behavior by sellers does not have a devastating effect on seller welfare. This result helps to explain the emergence and appeal of discount 7



Kuzmenko (2010) finds a similar result when comparing owner estimates of home value from the Census with econometric estimates of home value.
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realtors that provide convenience, but offer less advice and strategy. I use simulations of the model to show that uncertainty and learning is one explanation for the persistence of sales price appreciation rates in the short-run (annually). Previous research has consistently documented the predictability of price appreciation rates, and this stylized fact has been a challenge for researchers to explain within an efficient markets framework.8 When sellers have rational expectations, simulations of the model show that annual sales price appreciation rates persist even when the market fundamentals follow a random walk (the AR(1) coefficient is 0.24) because reservation prices slowly adjust to market shocks as learning occurs. The persistence is even stronger at shorter frequencies. Of course, we cannot rule out irrationality or inefficiency as additional sources for the observed predictability. However, we can show that a significant amount of predictability can arise from a purely rational model of the home selling problem due to lack of information. This paper proceeds as follows. I begin by introducing the dataset that I assemble because it motivates the modeling assumptions. Sections 3, 4, and 5 introduce the structural model, and the identification and estimation issues that arise. Section 6 presents the parameter estimates and discusses model fit. Section 7 uses simulations of the model to generate the predictions about price dynamics and seller welfare described above. Section 8 discusses identification of expectation bias in detail, and Section 9 concludes.
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Data



The data come from two sources. The listing data come from Altos Research, which provides information on single-family homes first listed for sale on the MLS in the Los Angeles metropolitan area from October 2006 - February 2009. For each property, I observe the address, the date when the property is listed for sale, the date when the property is taken off the market, the list price each week, and some characteristics of the house (e.g. square feet, lot size, etc.). Most existing studies neither have access to weekly variation in list price nor the listing history of all homes on the market (i.e. both sales and withdrawals). I exploit 8



See, for example, Case and Shiller (1989) and Glaeser and Gyourko (2007). Cho (1996) provides a survey of the literature on house price dynamics.
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this new source of variation to identify a more detailed model of seller behavior, as described below. Since a seller must use a licensed real estate agent to gain access to the MLS, my sample only contains selling outcomes for sellers who use realtors.9 According to the NAR, agentassisted sales accounted for 84 percent of all home sales in 2007.10 Since the MLS data does not provide information about whether a particular property actually sells, I supplement the MLS data with a transactions dataset that contains information about the universe of housing transactions in the LA metro area from 1988-2009. In this dataset, the variables that are central to this analysis are the address of the property, the date of the transaction, and the sales price. Using the address, I merge the listing data with the transaction data. The failure of a listing in the MLS data to merge with an entry in the transaction dataset does not necessarily mean that the property was not sold. Differences in how an address is coded in the two datasets can be responsible for a failed merge. Even after making a considerable effort to standardize common abbreviations and eliminate inconsistencies by hand and visual inspection of the data, the resulting dataset after the initial merge overstates the proportion of withdrawals. To fix this, I restrict the MLS dataset to addresses that merge to a previous sale in the transaction dataset.11 The failure to merge here is because the addresses are inconsistent, the house is new, the current owner purchased the house prior to 1988, or the listing data cover some neighborhoods that are not included in the transaction data. However, since the addresses in the transaction data are identical for every sale of a given property, I can be confident that a listing that merges with a previous sale but does not merge with a recent sale is a withdrawal. Some listings correspond to the same property being listed more than once in a short 9 My dataset does not report the real estate company that each seller hires. However, the services that realtors provide and the fees that realtors charge are fairly homogeneous (Hsieh and Moretti (2003)). An exception is flat-fee realtors, who provide access to the MLS for sellers selling by owner. However, Jia and Pathak (2010), who observe information about realtors and commissions, find that the market share of flat-fee contracts or other non-percentage commissions in their MLS dataset for Boston is less than 4 percent. 10 Of the percentage of homes sold without a realtor, 40 percent involved sales to buyers who were known to the seller prior to the transaction. 11 This cut of the data drops approximately 40 percent of the listings in the MLS data. I compare summary statistics of the limited sample to the full sample to ensure that my sample is representative.
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amount of time.12 I consider a listing as new only if there was at least a 180 day window since the address last appeared in the listing data. If the window is less than 180 days, I assume the property remained on the market during that interval at a list price equal to the list price in the final week before the gap begins.13 To avoid confusion during the merge that can arise from multiple sales occurring close together, I also drop listings that match to more than 1 transaction during the years 2007-2009 that are less than 1.5 years apart (< 1 percent of listings). I adjust all sales prices within $ 500 of the list price to equal the list price. The final restrictions remove extreme/miscoded prices: I 1) exclude listings where the ratio of the minimum list price to the maximum list price is less than the first percentile of the distribution; 2) exclude listings where the final list price is greater than $3,000,000 or less than $50,000; 3) exclude listings where the difference between the ratio of the final list price to the expected price (to be defined below) is less than the 1st or greater than the 99th percentile of the distribution; and 4) exclude listings where the ratio of the sales price to the final list price is greater than 1.15.



2.1



Expected Prices



For each house in the final sample of listings, I construct two expected log prices that I will refer to throughout the paper: pˆit : log expected sales price for house i in week t pˆLit : log expected list price if the house is put on the market in week t Appendix A.1 describes how I calculate these prices from the data. In short, they are calculated by applying a neighborhood level of list/sales price appreciation to the previous log list/sales price as in Shiller (1991). 12



Some common reasons for relistings include price reductions, sellers changing agents, or to try to game the TOM measure. 13 Levitt and Syverson (2008) make the same assumption. 3.65 percent of listings involve a property exiting the market and then returning after more than 180 days but less than 365 days
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2.2



Summary Statistics



Figure 1 shows the Case-Shiller home price index adjusted for inflation in Los Angeles from 1987 - 2009 on a log scale. During the years where the MLS and transactions data overlap, prices fell significantly.14 From the peak in July 2006 to the trough in May 2009, real house prices fell 45 percent. While this time period was unique in many ways, the severity of the price changes is not unprecedented. Figure 1 shows that the Los Angeles housing market has historically been quite volatile, and during the housing bust of the early 90’s, real house prices fell 40 percent from peak to trough. Many other metro areas exhibit similar boom and bust cycles. I also find evidence that the percent of transactions that are foreclosures in Los Angeles during the recent downturn is comparable to the downturn during the 1990’s.15 Thus, I argue that the main results of this paper are not only informative about selling behavior during this recent housing crisis; they are also likely to provide a useful characterization of selling behavior during cold markets in general. Table 1 shows summary statistics of the final sample for Los Angeles, which is considerably larger than those of previous studies. One of the most striking statistics from Table 1 is that 55 percent of the properties are withdrawn without sale. Genesove and Mayer (1997) find a similar result, and their sample also covers a period of declining prices. In a sample of Chicago home sales during a period of rising prices, Levitt and Syverson (2008) find that 22 percent of properties are withdrawn. Thus, one stylized fact of the housing market appears to be that homes are more likely to be withdrawn without sale during cold markets. Properties that are withdrawn tend to have higher list prices, longer TOM, and smaller list price changes even though they are on the market for longer. All of the differences in means between the variables summarized in Table 1 are statistically significant. Most properties experience at least one list price change before they are withdrawn or sold, and conditional on having a list price change, the average change is about -4 percent. However, about 8 percent of list price changes are increases. Table 2 shows that list price changes occur 14



I do not have access to the rich MLS data that I use here, which contains list price changes and all homes listed for sale, before 2006. 15 This calculation is imperfect since foreclosures are identified by parsing the seller’s name for revealing words such as “Bank”. However, Campbell, Giglio, and Pathak (2009) also report that the foreclosure rate is not unusually high during the recent recession relative to the downturn during the 1990’s in Massachusetts.
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throughout the selling horizon, and many occur early in the selling horizon. Since some sellers will quickly adjust their beliefs in response to new information, the learning model that I present below will also predict changing list prices in the first few weeks and some list prices changes that are increases. Knight (2002) and Endgelberg and Parsons (2010) present additional reduced-form evidence that sellers learn over the selling horizon in the spirit of Lazear (1986).
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A Dynamic Model of the Home Selling Problem



The objective of the seller is to maximize the sales price less the holding costs of keeping the house on the market for sale. However, sellers always have the option to withdraw the home from the market and receive a terminal utility, v w , to be specified below. Thus, I model the seller’s problem as an optimal stopping decision.



3.1



Offer Process and Buyer Behavior



Before presenting the core of the model, I present the simple, static model of buyer behavior that will make it necessary for the seller to post a list/asking price in equilibrium. To preview the results of Theorem 1, I find that high list prices discourage buyers from visiting homes, but high list prices also result in higher sales prices conditional on a buyer arriving. Therefore, in selecting the list price, the seller faces a trade-off between TOM and the sale price. This is consistent with my empirical evidence as well as with results from other empirical and theoretical studies.16 At the beginning of each week t that the house is for sale, seller/house combination i selects an optimal list price, pLit . This list price and a subset of the characteristics of the house are advertised to a single risk-neutral potential buyer. From now on, I refer to these potential buyers as simply buyers. The logarithm of each buyer j’s willingness to pay (or valuation) vijt is parameterized as 16



For empirical work, see Glower, Haurin, and Hendershott (1998) and Merlo and Ortalo-Magne (2004). Chen and Rosenthal (1996) have a much more general, theoretical model of the home selling problem, and they find that list prices serve as commitment devices in equilibrium to induce buyers to undergo costly inspections.
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vijt = µit + ηijt .



(1)



µit is common across all buyers, whereas ηijt represents buyer taste heterogeneity. Of course, µit will vary by i because, for example, buyers will be willing to pay more for larger houses. I also allow µit to vary over time. More details about µ and the transition of µ will be discussed in Section 4; for now, note that the level of µ and the µ process are exogenous. I assume that ηijt ∼ N (0, ση2 )



(2)



and is iid over buyers, houses and time. The advertisement only provides the buyer with a signal of their valuation. From the advertisement, the buyer forms beliefs about v that are assumed



buyer beliefs: vijt ∼ N (ˆ vijt , σvˆ2 )



(3)



where vˆijt is drawn from N (vijt , σvˆ2 ). Thus, buyers get an unbiased signal of their true valuation from the advertisement.17 After observing vˆijt , the buyer decides whether or not to inspect the house at some cost, κ. If the buyer inspects, then v is revealed to both the buyer and the seller. If v < pL , the seller has all the bargaining power and has the right to make a ’take it or leave it’ offer to the buyer at a price equal to v (which we assume the buyer will accept). If v > pL , then the buyer receives some surplus: the buyer has the right to purchase the house at a price equal to the list price.18 If the buyer chooses not to inspect or if the buyer’s valuation lies below the seller’s reservation price, then the buyer departs forever and the seller chooses to either withdraw the home from the market or to move onto the next period with her house for sale. This setup can account for the significant percentage of homes that sell for the list price. 17



This specification of beliefs would arise if buyers had flat priors (i.e. prior variance = ∞) and processed the signal, vˆ according to Bayes’ rule. See Hitsch (2006) and Narayanan, Chintagunta, and Miravete (2007) for a similar specification of initial priors. 18 Assuming that the seller must sell if v > pL should not affect the results. At the estimated parameters, simulations show that sellers want to sell in over 99 percent of the cases when v > pL . In some cases, real estate agent contracts explicitly require sellers to accept offers above the list price. Albrecht, Gautier, and Vroman (2010) note that realtor concerns about reputation can also lead to some limited commitment.
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However, it does not allow for prices above the list price, which can occur if competition between buyers drives up the price. I accommodate prices above the list price with a reduced form. In particular, I assume that when v > pL , the price gets driven up to v with exogenous probability λ. This reduced form preserves the incentives of sellers, whose welfare and behavior is the focus of this paper: the optimal list price and reservation price will reflect the possibility that offers can be above the list price, and that there is a stochastic component to when this occurs.19 To summarize, conditional on a buyer arriving with a valuation that exceeds the seller’s reservation price, pR to be defined below, a transaction will occur with log price equal to 



v



if v ≤ pL and v ≥ pR



  p∗ =  pL if v ≥ pL and Λ = 0  v if v ≥ pL and Λ = 1



    



(4)



where Λ is a Bernoulli random variable with parameter λ. The proof of the following theorem, which characterizes the buyer’s optimal behavior, appears in Appendix A.2. Theorem 1 The optimal search behavior for the buyer takes the reservation value form. That is, the buyer inspects when vˆ > v¯, and does not inspect otherwise. v¯ = T ∗ + pL where T ∗ is a function of the parameters (κ,σvˆ2 ,λ). Since the buyer receives no surplus when v < pL , v¯ does not depend on the seller’s reservation price or any other variable (like TOM) that provides a signal about the seller’s reservation price. Theorem 1 shows that under this model of buyer behavior, there is a closed form relationship between v¯ and the list price. As I show below, this is important to keep estimation tractable because the list price will be endogenous. 19 A more general model of multiple bidders significantly complicates the computation of the model because the buyer’s optimal behavior would depend on their beliefs about about the population distribution of v. In addition, it is not clear how these beliefs would be identified without more data on buyer behavior. This is left for future research.
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3.2



Structure of Information



I assume that the seller knows all of the parameters that characterize the search problem except for the mean of the valuation distribution, µit . In the week when the home is first put on the market, the initial prior is given by initial prior: µit ∼ N (ˆ µit0 , σ ˆit2 0 )



(5)



and µ ˆit0 is drawn from N (µit + α∆6 , σ ˆit2 0 ), where P24 ∆6 ≡



pˆit0 −k − pˆit0 24



k=1



(6)



and t0 denotes the week of initial listing. ∆6 simply measures the percentage change in prices between the average expected price in the 6 months before the seller puts the home on the market and the expected price in the week that the seller lists the home for sale.20 α is a parameter to be estimated. If α 6= 0, then falling price levels prior to the time of listing will bias seller beliefs. Sellers may have upward-biased beliefs when prices are falling because the thinness in the housing market makes it difficult or costly for the seller to acquire information about the most up to date market conditions. Sellers (or their realtors) may find it optimal to use recent sales prices as a proxy for current market conditions. This theory is supported by conversations with realtors.21 I allow the standard deviation of the prior to depend on how similar seller i’s house is relative to nearby houses. I parameterize this as σ ˆit0 = h0 + h1 ∗ log(1 + Si )



(7)



where S is the standard deviation of the year built for all homes that sold within a .5 mile radius of house i in the 6 years prior to t.22 We should expect h1 > 0 since the ability to 20



The mean and standard deviation of ∆6 in the sample are 5.6 percent and 5.1, respectively. Bias during a particular time period does not necessarily imply irrationality or suboptimality. Whether sellers acquire the optimal amount of information is beyond the scope of this paper since we do not estimate or observe the cost of acquiring information. 22 I choose year built because it is exogenous and it does not vary over time. The latter is important because 21
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observe prices of close substitutes should reduce uncertainty.23 During the selling horizon, market conditions (µit ) can change. This is not standard in the existing literature on empirical learning models where the variable that the agent is learning about typically remains constant over time. To accommodate this extra layer of complexity, I assume that all sellers, regardless of their neighborhood or the particular time during my sample period, share the expectations that seller beliefs: µit − µit−1 ∼ N (ˆ µp , σ ˆp2 ).



(8)



I now discuss how agents learn both about transitions in µ and the level of µ.



3.3



Learning



Sellers process all information optimally using Bayes’ rule. At the beginning of week t, before the list price is set and before the buyer receives their signal about their valuation, I assume that the seller observes an exogenous signal, zit that is zit ∼ N (µit − µit−1 , σz2 ).



(9)



This signal about demand shifts could come from research by the realtor or from observing neighbor behavior. σz2 should be greater than zero due to the thinness of the market and the fact that closing dates (when sales price data become public) lag agreement dates. Before continuing, it is useful to define the following means and variances of seller beliefs over µit : µ ˆpre ˆitpre : Beliefs after observing z but before observing buyer behavior in week t. it , σ µ ˆit , σ ˆit2 :



Beliefs after observing buyer behavior in week t.



Suppose that µ ˆit and σ ˆit2 are the mean and variance of a normal distribution at any time home characteristics are not updated in the transaction data to account for renovations. Nonetheless, the results when I instead use square feet are comparable to the results presented below. 23 Levitt and Syverson (2008) find that real estate agents representing sellers on more homogeneous blocks have less of an information advantage, presumably because sellers learn a lot from nearby sales.
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t. Given the assumptions made in the model, I show below that this will be the case. Then, Bayes’ rule implies that the posterior after processing z is also normal24 where µ ˆpre it



ˆp + σ ˆp2 zit σz2 µ =µ ˆit−1 + σz2 + σ ˆp2



2 + σ ˆitpre = σ ˆit−1



σz2 σ ˆp2 . σz2 + σ ˆp2



(10)



The best case scenario for the seller is that σz2 = 0; in this case, weekly changes to the mean of the valuation distribution do not increase uncertainty. The source of learning that decreases uncertainty in week t is buyer behavior. If a buyer arrives, recall that the seller observes vit , which is a noisy signal of µit . The posterior distribution of µ after the seller processes the information in vit remains normal with mean and variance at time t given respectively by: ση2 µ ˆpre ˆitpre vit it + σ µ ˆit = ση2 + σ ˆitpre σ ˆit2



σ ˆitpre ση2 . = pre σ ˆit + ση2



(11)



The initial conditions are given in equation (5). If a buyer does not arrive, the seller observes that vˆit < T ∗ + pLit and the density function of the posterior is ∗



f (ˆ µt |ˆ v < T ∗ + pL ) =



µ ˆt −ˆ µpre t t pre 2 σ ˆ ση +σvˆ t T ∗ +pL −ˆ µpre t σ ˆtpre +ση2 +σv2ˆ L −ˆ µ



Φ( T√+p2



Φ( √



)φ(



1 ) σˆ pre t



.



(12)



)



This is not a normal distribution because of the µ ˆt term in the normal cdf in the numerator. A statistics paper by Berk, Gurler, and Levine (2007) shows that a normal distribution with mean and variance equal to the mean and variance of the distribution in equation (12) is a good approximation for the true posterior when demand is censored in exactly this way. I use this approximation method here, noting that simulations show this approximation to 24



See DeGroot (1970), and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004) for a presentation of the updating formulas when the hidden state transitions over time.
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work extremely well for my application. Then, when a buyer does not arrive, the posterior distribution after processing that vˆit < T ∗ + pLit is normal with mean and variance at given respectively by: µ ˆit = µ ˆpre ˆitpre h(T ∗ + pL ) it − σ



σ ˆit2 =



1 2 4 2 2 ((ˆ µpre ˆitpre σ 2 + 2ˆ σitpre σ 2 (ˆ µpre σitpre )2 τ + (ˆ µpre σitpre )2 ) it ) σ + τ σ it ) + (ˆ it ) (ˆ 2 τ ∗ L + (2ˆ µpre ˆitpre σ 2 + (ˆ σitpre )2 (T ∗ + pL + µ ˆpre µit )2 (13) it σ it )) − h(T + p )/τ − (ˆ



where τ = σ ˆitpre + ση2 + σvˆ2 , σ 2 = ση2 + σvˆ2 , and h is the hazard rate corresponding to the normal distribution with mean µ ˆpre it and variance τ . Since there is less information in the signal that the seller receives when a buyer does not arrive relative to when a buyer does arrive, for a given prior variance, the posterior variance is relatively higher if a buyer does not arrive. This can be shown by manipulating the variance expressions in equations (11) and (13).



3.4



Seller’s Optimization Problem



The timing of the model is summarized in Figure 2. Each period begins with the realization of z. The seller processes this signal as described above, and then chooses an optimal list price (a continuous variable). The list price is set to balance the tradeoffs that emerge from Theorem 1. Once the list price is advertised, the buyer moves, the seller processes information from buyer behavior, and then the seller chooses to either sell the house (if an offer is made) and receive a terminal utility equal to the sales price, move onto the next period with her house for sale, or withdraw the home from the market and receive a terminal utility v w . Each period that the home is on the market, the seller incurs a time-invariant holding cost, c. Without some cost of keeping the home on the market, the model cannot rationalize any withdrawals. These costs include keeping the home presentable and showing the house to prospective buyers. I assume a finite-horizon (T = 80 weeks) for the selling problem. The following Bellman’s equation, which characterizes selling behavior at the third hash 16



mark on the timeline in Figure 2, summarizes the seller’s optimization problem:
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where β is the weekly discount factor and Ωt denotes states that vary across sellers or time (ˆ µpre ˆtpre , v w ). Without the normality assumptions made throughout the model, the state t ,σ space expands beyond a single mean and variance, and computational resources quickly become binding. This is why the result by Berk et al. is so useful. It allows me to introduce a second type of learning, which is new to the empirical learning literature in economics, without compromising the manageable dimension of the state space. While not shown explicitly in the Bellman’s equation, I do take out a 6 percent realtor commission, which is typically 3 percent to the seller agent and 3 percent to the buyer agent, from the sales price. I parameterize the terminal utility from withdrawing as



vitw = wi + µit0



(15)



where w is time-invariant, iid over potential sellers, and N (µw , σw2 ). I allow µw to take on one of two values, low(L) or high(H), with probabilities γ and 1 − γ, respectively. I assume that the seller knows v w , but is unaware of the decomposition in (15). Note from equation (14) that when sellers opt to stay on the market, they receive a flow utility equal to (1 − β)v w in addition to c. Thus, the cost of being on the market is relatively higher for sellers who receive low utility from living in their existing homes. In this way, the model endogenously generates the prediction that more motivated sellers will have shorter TOM on average. This is consistent with Glower et al. (1998), who find evidence that sellers with high motivations to sell due to, for example, a job change have shorter TOM. When the seller decides to stay on the market for an additional week, the seller updates
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Ωt to Ωt+1 using equation (10), and using equations (11) and (13) depending on whether vˆ < T ∗ + pL or vˆ > T ∗ + pL , respectively.



3.5



Comparative Statics



The value function and the optimal list price are non-decreasing in µ ˆ. The value function and the optimal list price are also non-decreasing in v w . Since the likelihood of withdrawing is also increasing in v w , the model predicts that sellers who ultimately withdraw from the market set higher list prices on average. Table 1 shows that this is true empirically as well. I cannot formally derive how σ ˆit affects the list price policy function and the value function. However, for numerous simulations at reasonable parameter values, I find that the list price is non-decreasing in σ ˆit for all values of v w and the relationship between the value function and σ ˆit is non-monotonic and depends on v w . Figure 4 is typical of the relationship between pL and σ ˆit . More uncertainty raises the log list price (on the vertical axis) because sellers want to test demand before dropping the price, which will attract more buyers but will also transfer more of the bargaining power to the buyer. Thus, the model can generate declining list prices during the selling horizon even if market conditions (i.e. the µ process) process remain constant. This is consistent with anecdotal evidence as well as with Merlo and Ortalo-Magne (2004), who find that even in booming markets, most list price changes tend to be declines. For sufficiently low levels of v w , the value function is decreasing in σ ˆit ; for higher values of v w , the value function is increasing in σ ˆit . When v w is high, uncertainty increases the value function for the same reason that a mean preserving spread increases expected utility in the classic labor search models (see McCall (1970)). The seller targets the list and reservation prices for the high demand state, while fully expecting to withdraw if demand is low. The positive effects of more variance evidently outweigh the negative effects of less information. When v w is sufficiently low and the seller needs to move, the seller does not have an outside option to hedge against low demand. In this case, the distortion of the list and reservation price relative to the full information case outweighs the benefits of move variance. This feature of the model can explain why uncertainty leads to a large proportion of withdrawals. More uncertainty encourages high v w sellers to test the market, which increases 18



the average v w in the pool of sellers in the market.



4



Estimation



Table 3 summarizes the notation of all the parameters to be estimated. I estimate the parameters using simulated minimum distance estimation. The objective function that I minimize is of the form [m − mS (Θ)]0 W [m − mS (Θ)]



(16)



where m denotes a vector of moments from the data, mS are the simulated counterparts generated by the model (which depend on the parameter vector), and W is a weighting matrix.25 The moments and the corresponding weights used in the estimation are listed in Table 4, and are based on the discussion of identification that follows. In practice, there are several computational issues that arise. I discuss each in turn. It is well known that in these types of dynamic discrete choice problems, V from equation (14) needs to be calculated for each point in the state space for every trial parameter vector. I calculate V for a discrete number of points and use linear (in parameters) interpolation to fill in the values for the remainder of the state space. In practice, I use 1300 points for each time period (T =80), which results in 104,000 evaluations of V per parameter vector. A second issue that typically arises relates to the calculation of the integrals in equation (14). Simulation methods preserve consistency if the number of simulation draws rises with the sample size.26 However, since the value function typically needs to be calculated at a large number of points, a large number of simulation draws is often not computationally feasible. I avoid these issues altogether as the term inside the max operator in equation (14) has a closed form. The closed form arises due to the normal approximation for the pdf, g, described in Berk et al. (2007), properties of the truncated normal distribution, the absence of idiosyncratic choice specific errors from the model, linearity in equations (10) and (11), 25



I use the 2-step procedure described in Lee and Wolpin (2010) to calculate the weighting matrix, which is assumed to be diagonal. The weighting matrix adjusts for the scale of the moments, the precision of each of the estimated moments from a first stage, and the number of observations that comprise each moment. 26 This is true for simulated maximum likelihood, but also usually true for simulated method of moments because the value function enters non-linearly into the simulated moments. See Keane and Wolpin (1994) for a more detailed discussion.
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and linearity in the interpolating function. The optimal list price, however, does not have a closed form. This raises computational demands in two areas of the estimation routine. First of all, approximating V involves calculating the optimal list price. I do not make any additional simplifications here. For each point in the discretized state space and for every trial parameter vector, I solve for the optimal list price using a minimization routine. The optimal list price also needs to be calculated when simulating selling outcomes for each seller in the data. This would involve calculating the optimal list price N ∗ N SIM ∗ ST OM times, where N is the number of observations, N SIM is the number of simulations, and ST OM is the simulated TOM for each observation. To overcome this computational obstacle, I approximate the list price policy function using linear (in parameters) interpolation. This is done using the 104,000 discrete points used to approximate the value function. To see how well this approximation works in practice, Figure 4 shows the actual list price policy for a grid of σ ˆ and v w − µ ˆ at the estimated parameters. The list price policy function is monotonic, and as a result, is well-approximated by simple interpolation. µit is unobserved to the econometrician ∀i, t. We can write µit as µit = pˆLit + eit



(17)



where pˆLit is observed (as described in Section 2.1) and eit is simply the unobserved residual between µit and pˆLit . eit reflects time varying characteristics of the house, such as the market value of renovations since the initial purchase and how much the seller invests in the presentation of the house to prospective buyers. For each observation and for each simulation of the other unobservables that affect the choice of list price in the initial week of listing, I recover a value of eit that is consistent with the observed list price in the initial week.27 This inversion of the list price policy function is valid because the optimal list price is monotonic in µ ˆ and w, as discussed in Section 3.5. One assumption that I make is that all changes in µit during the selling horizon are reflected in changes in pˆLit ; eit remains fixed over the selling horizon. Under this assumption, 27



This procedure effectively treats the initial list price choices for every observation as moments that the model must fit exactly. Each simulation will result in a different value of eit .
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even though µ is unobserved, I can recover changes in µ from the observed changes in pˆL , which I allow to be neighborhood specific as described in Appendix A.1. It is only the changes in µ that are needed to simulate draws of z in estimation (see equation (9)). Since the time series of pˆL can misrepresent the time series of µ due to time-varying biases in the initial list prices, for each trial parameter vector, when I feed transitions of pˆL into the estimation routine, I undo the effect of expectation biases on the initial list price of each observation using the trial value of α, ∆6 , and the list price policy function. I choose not to include a menu cost to explain why list prices do not change continuously from week to week as shown in Table 2. However, Section 7 presents evidence that very small menu costs can rationalize sticky list prices. Thus, I would not expect the addition of a menu cost, which would increase the computational burden, to affect the conclusions. Finally, note that the distributions of wi and µ ˆit0 in the sample of observed listings are not normal. Some sellers with, for example, a high v w relative to µ ˆt0 will not find it optimal to enter the market and pay c in the first period. I account for this selection in the simulation of wi and µ ˆit0 by only accepting draws that are consistent with the decision to list. I minimize the objective function using the BCPOL command from the Fortran IMSL library, which is a nonsmooth, direct search algorithm. I use a variety of starting values to make sure that the results do not reflect a local minimum.



5



Identification



In this section I provide a description of the key variation in the data that separately identifies each of the parameters to be estimated. When the intuition is less clear, I provide simulations of select moments under various parameter values. This discussion is incomplete since in practice all 88 moments listed in Table 4 contribute to the identification of the parameters. λ is simply identified by the proportion of sales that occur at versus above the list price. κ and σvˆ are identified from the ratio of list prices to expected prices and the percentage of sales that occur at or above the list price. The reason is that when T ∗ (which is only a function of the parameters κ, σvˆ2 , λ) is high, more sales will occur at or above the list price and sellers need to set lower list prices, all else equal, to attract buyers. σvˆ2 is separately 21



identified because it has a direct effect on the distribution of p∗ − pL conditional on p∗ > pL . Simulations show that heterogeneity in v w is identified from the percentage of withdrawals, the full TOM distribution for both sales and withdrawals, and the differences in list price changes for withdrawals versus sales. In Figure 3, I present simulations that illustrate how ση , σ ˆt0 , and c move around a few select moments. For each parameter of interest, I run simulations in a neighborhood around the estimated value, which is highlighted with a vertical line. I fix the remaining parameters at their estimated values. More initial uncertainty increases the number of withdrawals for the reasons discussed in Section 3.5. It also increases the size of list price changes over the selling horizon.28 This is because the list price policy function is increasing in the amount of uncertainty and σ ˆ pre − σ ˆ 2 is convex with respect to σ ˆ pre , which can be shown using equation (11). The TOM for homes that are withdrawn is non-monotonic in σ ˆt0 because even though the value function for unmotivated sellers is increasing in σ ˆt0 , higher σ ˆt0 induces less motivated sellers into the market, who are more likely to withdraw quickly as the market declines. Higher ση has a similar effect on the number of withdrawals, but has different predictions for the TOM distribution and the size of list price changes. When c is more negative, a larger percentage of listings result in a sale mainly because the pool of potential sellers becomes more motivated on average. c does not have much of an effect on list price changes of homes that sell. The variances of the two signals, σz2 and ση2 , are separately identified because ση2 affects the pace of learning and has a direct effect on utility (i.e. it is also the variance of the offer distribution), while ση2 only affects the pace of learning. I identify α and h1 using the parameter estimates of two regressions as moments. The first is (pLit0 − pˆt0 ) − (p∗iT − pˆT ) = γ0 + γ1 ∆6 + γ2 Si + it



(18)



where T denotes the time period of sale. I also include quarter of listing dummies in equation (18). A one standard deviation increase in ∆6 and Si is predicted to increase the premium of list price over sales price by 1 and .8 percent, respectively. The estimates are statistically significant. Many simulations of the model under alternative parameterizations show that 28



The list prices in these simulations are normalized by µit .
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this is consistent with positive values for α and h1 . The second regression is similar to (18), except the propensity to withdraw is substituted as the dependent variable. I also include the trajectory of average neighborhood prices during the selling horizon as an additional explanatory variable. A one standard deviation increase in ∆6 and Si is predicted to increase the propensity to withdraw by .01 and .031, respectively. The estimates are statistically significant. Many simulations of the model under alternative parameterizations show that this is consistent with positive values for α and h1 .29 One weakness of this identification strategy for expectation bias is that unobservables (e.g. motivation to sell, home quality) can bias estimates of (18) if these unobservables are correlated with ∆6 . Since the model will not capture these correlations, we may be matching a moment of the data through the incorrect mechanism. Section 8 presents even stronger evidence, which is robust to this criticism, that sellers who put their homes on the market after a period of declining prices tend to overstate the value of their homes. I set β = 0.999, which corresponds to an annual discount factor of about 0.95. I set µ ˆp = -.003 (-.3 percent), which is the average weekly change in pˆLit during my sample period.30 I set σ ˆp2 = .0082 (std = .8 percent), which is the average weekly variation in pˆLit faced by a seller in my sample.



6



Results



Table 3 reports the parameter estimates and asymptotic standard errors. Recall from Section 3.1 that prices enter the model is logs. Thus, the estimate of ση implies that a buyer with a valuation that is one standard deviation higher than the mean valuation has a 24.5 percent (exp(.22)-1) higher valuation relative to the mean, or $ 79,655 for the average home in the data. The amount of uncertainty, σ ˆt0 , is small relative to the size of buyer preference heterogeneity. Equation (11) implies that this decreases the pace of learning because each offer is 29



Section 3.5 discusses why this is the case for h1 . When α > 0, the average value of wi that is consistent with the observed decision to list is higher, and the likelihood of withdrawal is increasing in wi . 30 As a robustness check, I also run the model assuming sellers are more optimistic (ˆ µp = -.002). This does not affect the main results.
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less informative. As predicted by the theory, h1 > 0: the amount of uncertainty is increasing in the heterogeneity of nearby houses. At the mean level of S, the standard deviation of the prior is 7.4 percent or $24,605 for the average home in the data. At the 10th percentile of the Si distribution, the standard deviation of the prior is 6.5 percent; at the 90th percentile, it is 8.5 percent. The estimated value of α implies that sellers who put their homes on the market after a period of declining prices tend to overstate the value of their home by .65 percent for each 1 percent decline in prices. Evidently, realtors do not fully adjust their comparable sales analysis for the downward trend in prices during my sample period. The estimates of µwL and µwH suggest that there are two types of sellers who contact real estate agents, motivated and unmotivated, with heterogeneity around each type. We can think of motivated sellers as having low v w because they need to move houses for a new job or because it is a forced sale. Unmotivated sellers, on the other hand, are still relatively well-matched with their existing house, and will only sell for a high price. c is estimated to reduce the seller’s weekly flow utility from living in the home by .2 percent. For the average seller, this translates into weekly costs of about $740 dollars. Using the estimates of (κ,σvˆ2 ,λ), I calculate that T ∗ = −.181 (see Appendix A.2 for the derivation). This implies that if the list price is $800,000, then a buyer with an expected valuation of $667,548 is indifferent over the decision to inspect.31



6.1



Model Fit and Discussion



Table 4 compares the actual moments to the simulated moments and the weights placed on each of the moments in the estimation. The learning model performs well. Even when agents are correct on average in their expectations about the severe market decline during my sample period, the model predicts lengthy TOM for homes that are both sold and withdrawn. The model predicts a large percentage of withdrawals with a very reasonable amount of uncertainty because the cost of testing the market, c, is low. If I assume that the seller has full information about the distribution of buyer valuations, only about 2 percent 31



667, 548 = exp(ln(800000) − .181).
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of listings would result in withdrawals.32 The model also matches the effects of ∆6 and S on prices and withdrawal rates. As an additional check on model fit, I find that the model predicts that 7 percent of list price changes are increases compared to 7.9 percent in the data even though I do not require the model to match this particular moment in estimation. In Table 5, I show additional results of the model for my sample. 46 percent of the listings in my sample are by motivated sellers.33 These motivated sellers are more likely to sell rather than withdraw and receive lower sales prices conditional on selling due to their lower reservation prices. All types of sellers are being matched with buyers who have high idiosyncratic tastes for the house. Sellers accept offers from the 97th percentile of the valuation distribution on average. I also find that the discount in sales price for a highly motivated seller relative to the average is comparable to the forced sale discount estimated in Campbell et al. (2009). Sellers can wait for high-valuation buyers because holding costs are low. List prices for motivated sellers decline over the selling horizon, but actually increase relative to µ for unmotivated sellers. Even though µ is declining, unmotivated sellers do not drop their list prices as much because their outside option remains constant in the model. On the other hand, for motivated sellers, the outside option is not as attractive and so they drop their list prices as the market declines and uncertainty gets resolved. This explains how the model generates sticky list prices when price levels are falling over the selling horizon and why sellers who sell drop their list prices more relative to sellers who withdraw. Bayesian updating reduces the standard deviation of the seller’s initial prior by about 26 percent over the course of the selling horizon for motivated sellers even though uncertainty continues to accrue from changes in µ. Unmotivated sellers learn less because they price high, which attracts fewer buyers. The results in Table 5 also show why Case-Shiller sales price indexes can be misleading. Sales prices are selected prices that tend to overstate how an average buyer values a house, and prices vary significantly for identical houses depending on the motivation of the seller. 32



Hitsch (2006) finds comparable sensitivity of the entry and exit rates to the level of uncertainty in the ready-to-eat breakfast cereal industry. 33 This percentage differs from the value of γ reported in Table 3 because of the selection described in Section 4.
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Figure 5 illustrates how this selection can cause trends in the Case-Shiller price index over time to misrepresent trends in actual home values (or µ using the notation of the model). Using my data, I plot trends in pˆ (’Sales Price/Case-Shiller Index’) versus trends in pˆL (’Initial List Price Index’) for the typical home in Los Angeles. Section 2.1 and Appendix A.1 describe exactly how these indexes are calculated; the important difference is that the pˆ index is based on the sales prices of homes that sell whereas the pˆL index is based on the initial list prices of all homes listed for sale regardless of their ultimate outcome. Since the model provides an estimate of how initial list prices are affected by biases from previous comparable sales, I also present a third line (the dashed line) in Figure 5 that adjusts the pˆL index for these biases using the estimate of α and the list price policy function. This latter index is the most preferred measure of trends in µ of the three because it is not affected by biases or by selection on the types of sellers that choose to sell. The Case-Shiller index appears to overstate the decline in home values by as much as 9 percent during my sample period. A likely explanation is that only the most motivated sellers select to sell when prices are falling, and my model predicts that these sellers accept offers from the lower-end of the offer distribution.
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Model Predictions



7.1



Value of Information



To calculate the value of information, for various levels of initial uncertainty σ ˆ , I simulate optimal selling behavior and calculate the present discounted utility for many draws of v w − µ = wi .34 Figure 6 shows the average welfare cost of uncertainty relative to the full information case.35 Uncertainty lowers welfare because it distorts the entry decision and the choice of list and reservation prices. The welfare losses are significant, especially if the amount of uncertainty is high enough. At σ ˆ = .06, the welfare costs of uncertainty are $2,331; 34



I assume that the µ process behaves over time according to the seller’s expectations in (8) In the full information case (ˆ σ = 0), I also assume σz = 0. I find that the value of having σz =0 is highest when σ ˆ = .09. The improvement in welfare at this level of σ ˆ is $1250. 35
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however, at σ ˆ = .1, the costs jump to $17,501.36 The lighter bar in Figure 6 shows the value of information when there is no weekly volatility in valuations (ˆ σp = 0). The costs of uncertainty are lower in this case. This is because it is easier for sellers to resolve initial uncertainty when no additional uncertainty accrues during the selling horizon. Table 6 shows that the average seller is willing to pay $8,658 or 2 percent of the average sales price to move from the estimated prior to the full information case. About 1/4 of sellers (i.e. 1/4 of the draws of wi ) would be willing to pay over $12,000 or 2.7 percent of the average sales price for full information. I also find that the welfare costs of the positive bias about home values is about $2000 on average. This relatively small effect compared to the welfare costs of uncertainty shown in Figure 6 is one possible explanation for why sellers (and their agents) do not make the effort to completely account for trends in local market conditions. In this static model of buyer behavior, seller welfare losses are not simply transfers to buyers. Buyers only obtain surplus when their valuation exceeds the list price, and list prices are increasing in uncertainty. In addition, more uncertainty attracts unmotivated sellers into the market, which increases the likelihood that a costly inspection will result in no surplus for the buyer. Since I model the seller’s decision as a single-agent problem, the welfare results do not account for changes in competition or changes in market tightness due to competitive entry as the information structure changes. However, changing uncertainty primarily affects the entry and exit decisions of unmotivated sellers, and Table 5 shows that these sellers price so highly (they attract less than 1 buyer over the course of the selling horizon) that they probably do not have a large effect on the market. I also find reduced-form evidence that competition, as measured by the number of listings within a 1/2 mile radius, does not have a large effect on pricing. This result is not surprising given that single-family homes tend to be highly differentiated even within the same neighborhood.37 36



The dollar figures are calculated using the average µ in the sample for Los Angeles at the mean level of S. For lower priced cities, the dollar figures would be lower and the percentages would be the same. 37 The results are available upon request. Measurement error in listings and endogeneity of the number of listings due to high inventory being correlated with unobservably worse market conditions should lead me to overstate the effect (in absolute value).
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7.2



Alternative Demand Predictors



In the bottom panel of Table 6, I calculate welfare assuming that the seller forgoes a realtor and uses publicly available data sources to form demand expectations. The Appendix A.3 describes how I generate these alternative priors. In these simulations, I continue to assume fully optimal behavior conditional on a particular prior. I consider the effects of suboptimal behavior in Section 7.4. In specification (6), I assume that sellers form price expectations using Zestimates from the popular website zillow.com.38 Comparing the standard deviation of the prior in (1) versus (6), we see that realtors provide more information than zillow.com. This is not surprising given that realtors can observe information that is not available in transaction data such as renovations, decorations, how similar in unobservables homes are to the comparables, characteristics of the seller, etc. Even after accounting for savings in seller realtor commissions, the average seller is at least $4,135 worse off using zillow.com instead of a realtor.39 The benefits of observing the prices of close substitutes can be seen from the large welfare losses in specification (9) relative to specification (6). A demand predictor based on the publicly available Case-Shiller price index lowers uncertainty significantly relative to specification (9) because it controls for all time-invariant home characteristics (both observed and unobserved). However, it performs worse than specification (6) because it measures metrolevel price changes, and appreciation rates vary significantly across neighborhoods within a metro area.40 Since the Case-Shiller price index is only available in select cities, specification (8) reports welfare using the FHFA index, which covers more metro areas. The disadvantage of FHFA relative to Case-Shiller is that it is reported quarterly rather than monthly and it is only based on homes sold with conforming loans. After accounting for savings in realtor commissions, sellers would still be willing to pay $22,482 or 5.06 percent of the expected sales 38



Zillow.com does not make its estimation methodology publicly available. However, the information provided on their website suggests that they apply econometric models to the type of transaction data used in this paper. Zillow.com does provide summary statistics on the accuracy of their estimates, which I use to calculate the prior in (6). See Appendix A.3 for details. 39 This understates the welfare loss because I do not have information to calculate biases in Zestimates during my sample period. Thus, I conservatively set the bias to zero. 40 This index is also reported with a 2-month lag, which explains why the bias is positive. If I assume that the seller is sophisticated and forecasts the current index using an OLS regression, welfare is only slightly higher.
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price on average to move from specification (8) to specification (1). A significant fraction of sellers would be willing to pay over $32,000. If the alternative to using a realtor is to form price expectations without accounting for the heterogeneity of the housing stock and the heterogeneity in appreciation rates within the metro area, then these results suggest that realtors provide enough value on average to justify their commissions through information alone. This may be the reality for less sophisticated sellers. Table 6 also shows that there is a large amount of demand for more sophisticated forecasting techniques. If zillow.com is indeed applying the best statistical tools to the type of transaction data used in this paper, then a technology that could approach the full information case would need to solicit information on time varying home characteristics that are not typically recorded in transaction datasets.41 Given the significant heterogeneity in sales price conditional on quality as shown in Table 5, another possibility is to adjust comparable sales for heterogeneity in the motivation of the seller using TOM or equity position (see Genesove and Mayer (2001); Anenberg (2011); Ortalo-Magne and Rady (2006)).



7.3



Price Dynamics



The predictability of house price appreciation rates is a key stylized fact of housing markets. In their pioneering work, Case and Shiller (1989) find that a 1 percent increase in real house prices in one year is associated with a .2-.5 percent increase the next year. Glaeser and Gyourko (2007) calibrate a dynamic rational expectations model of house price formation to try to explain the persistence. Their model succeeds in matching many of the features of the data; however, it cannot explain the persistence in house prices “under virtually any reasonable parameterization” of the model. Like Case and Shiller, they cite inefficiency in the housing market as a likely explanation. As shown above, however, sales prices are not a perfect proxy for the fundamentals because prices are determined in a search and bargaining environment. In fact, uncertainty generates persistence in price appreciation rates even when the fundamentals follow a random 41



Zillow.com appears to be moving in this direction. Home owners can update and correct information about their home that is not in the public records.
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walk. The reason is that sellers with rational expectations but with uncertainty over current demand shocks do not instantly adjust the mean of their beliefs to such demand shocks.42 For example, when there is a positive shock, reservation prices rise slightly, but are too low relative to the perfect information case. As time progresses, however, learning from buyer behavior will allow sellers to fully adjust their beliefs to that initial shock. The same intuition holds for a negative demand shock. If sellers have biased beliefs at the beginning of the selling horizon from using previous comparable sales, then the persistence is even stronger. I formalize this intuition using simulations of the model. I assume that all houses are identical and µt − µt−1 ∼ N (ˆ µp , σ ˆp2 )



(19)



where µ ˆp = −0.003 and σ ˆp = 0.008 so that the simulated µ process behaves similarly to the µ process used to estimate the model. The parameters of the model are set at their estimated values and I continue to assume that (8) holds so that sellers have rational expectations about the µ process. Using the estimates in Table 3, I simulate sales prices for 20,000 sellers over 48,000 weeks.43 Then, following the literature, I run the following regression pt − pt−52 = ρo + ρ1 (pt−52 − pt−104 ) + νt .



(20)



where pt is the log average price over all simulated sales in week t. If we ran this regression on the simulated µ process, ρ1 = 0. The first row of Table 7 shows that when 1) α = 0 (i.e. no initial biases) and 2) σz = 0 (i.e. sellers can perfectly observe price changes during the selling horizon), ρ1 is close to zero.44 Thus, search frictions alone cannot generate persistence. In the second row, when 42 Recall that the formula for the posterior mean places weight on an unbiased signal of the current period demand shock, but also on the seller’s prior expectation of the price change. 43 The results are robust when there is less volatility in the market. For example, when σ ˆp = 0.0043, which gives variation in monthly price changes that is equal to the variation in monthly price changes in the historical Case Shiller index for Los Angeles, the persistence results are even stronger. Because I simulate a large samples of houses, I avoid complications that arise in practice from measurement error. 44 The coefficient is slightly negative because when prices rise, unmotivated sellers are more likely to sell rather than withdraw, and unmotivated sellers tend to sell at high prices.
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I relax assumption 2), ρ1 turns positive. The third row shows that the persistence rises to 0.204 when assumption 1) is also relaxed. The right panel of Table 7 shows the equivalent set of results when I aggregate prices to the quarterly level. In this case, the dependent variable is pt − pt−4 where t is a quarter instead of a week. I present these results because in practice sales do not occur frequently enough to compute price indexes at the weekly level. Case and Shiller (1989), for example, run their regressions at the quarterly level. The aggregation alone introduces persistence, and the AR(1) coefficient rises to 0.235. When I run these same regressions over shorter frequencies, the persistence is even higher. We can see this through the equation for the OLS estimate of ρ1 : ρˆ1 =



cov(pt − pt−L , pt+L − pt ) . var(pt − pt−L )



(21)



As L gets smaller, the numerator stays approximately the same and the denominator gets smaller because there are fewer shocks between time t and t − L. To exploit the source of the predictability generated here, an investor/trader would need access to better information about the current period fundamentals. This information is difficult to obtain given the thinness in the housing market, and given that sales data typically become available with a lag because closing dates lag agreement dates. The large transaction costs involved in selling homes also complicates any potential trading strategy. It is worth emphasizing that we cannot rule out irrationality or inefficiency as sources for the observed predictability. Rather, we can show that a significant amount of predictability arises from a purely rational model of the home selling problem because of information problems.



7.4



Suboptimal Behavior



In the simulations in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, we assumed fully optimal behavior while varying the initial prior to isolate the value of information. In this section, I consider two different kinds of suboptimal behavior to get an estimate of the value of some of the other services that real estate agents provide. The two lighter bars in Figure 7 show the implications of setting a suboptimal list price, but not having to pay a 3 percent realtor fee upon sale. Realtor 31



fees exceed the welfare loss on average when the list price optimization error is normal with mean zero and a standard deviation of 10 percent. However, when the optimization error is large enough, setting the wrong list price can significantly affect welfare. The black bar shows relative welfare assuming that sellers do not update their priors in response to new information. For low levels of uncertainty, failing to update priors does not have a large effect on welfare, but the effects rise quickly as uncertainty increases. The results suggest that low cost alternatives to full service agents that provide advertising and paper work services, but provide less advice and strategy, may be attractive even to less sophisticated sellers, especially if the initial level of uncertainty is low enough. This helps to explain the emergence of no frills services such as Assist-2-Sell and Redfin, as the internet has made price estimates and information about the housing market more available to potential sellers. In addition, the alternative list price policy simulations suggest that very small menu costs can rationalize the unchanging list prices that we observe throughout the selling horizon, as shown in Table 2. In fact, in a simulation not shown, I find that seller welfare is only slightly lower at the estimated prior when I only allow sellers to adjust their list price every two months.
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Expectation Bias: Theory and Evidence



In this section, I supplement Section 5 to provide strong reduced form evidence that the estimate of α (which determines the amount of bias in initial beliefs) from the structural model is due to biased beliefs rather than unobserved heterogeneity that I do not model. My approach to identifying bias contrasts with other studies in the literature that compare stated home values from various surveys to actual transaction prices to identify whether home owners have biased beliefs.45 I avoid a host of problems associated with selection, inconsistent timing, measurement error and misreported information in survey data by using data on an endogenous choice variable that has significant consequences for seller utility. Suppose we observe the situation depicted in Figure 8 in the data. Sellers in a blue neighborhood and a red neighborhood list their homes for sale in the same time period. 45



See, for example, Benitez-Silva, Eren, Heiland, and Jimenez-Martin (2011) and citations within.
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Price levels in the red neighborhood have been falling more severely relative to prices in the blue neighborhood before the time of listing. In the first week of listing, sellers in the red neighborhood set higher list prices on average, controlling for time-invariant characteristics of the house and the timing of the initial listing. However, sellers in the red neighborhood also receive lower sales prices and take longer to sell on average. A likely explanation for this pattern given that sellers (or their realtors) rely on previous comparable sales is that sellers in the red neighborhood have biased beliefs relative to sellers in the blue group. In most models, positive bias about the quality of the house should increase the initial list price. But a higher than optimal list price should have negative consequences for seller utility, either through a lower sales price, a higher TOM, a lower probability of sale, or a combination of any of the three. Since in theory, inflated beliefs can have negative consequences through mechanisms other than the sales price, this test for expectation bias has low power.46 However, the appeal of the test is that the probability of making a Type I error is very low. For example, lower unobserved motivation to sell or higher unobserved quality of the homes in the red neighborhood should be associated with both higher list and sales prices. To get an even larger sample to run the test described above, I supplement the Los Angeles dataset with an identical dataset for San Francisco. The results are similar when I run the tests separately for each city. Table 8 presents the tests for bias described above. In the first column, I run the following regression on the sample of sales



pLit0



− pˆit0 = α0 +



10 X



αk I[∆6 < dk ] + it



(22)



k=2



where I is the indicator function and dk is the kth decile of the ∆6 distribution. I also include a dummy variable for whether the listing is an REO property (determined by parsing the seller name for revealing words) and quarter of listing dummies. Column 2 shows the results from the same specification as (22), except the sales price is substituted for the list price in the dependent variable and the time period of sale is substituted for t0 . The list price specifications in Table 8 show that the more prices have fallen, the higher is the list price on average. The effect is the opposite when we look at sales prices, and there 46



That is, if the null hypothesis is that there is no expectation bias, we may often fail to reject the null when the null is false.
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are even adjacent regions of the price change distribution where list prices are significantly increasing but sales prices are significantly decreasing (highlighted in bold). This evidence is consistent with sellers having biased beliefs when price levels are falling, and as discussed above, correlated unobservables cannot generate this relationship. The next two specifications in Table 8 are consistent with the hypothesis that declining prices lead to biased beliefs. TOM and the propensity to withdraw are increasing in ∆6 , although the extreme decile of the price change distribution appears to be an outlier. The structural model presented above matches both of these moments with a positive value of α; the intuition is presented in Section 3.5.47 Appendix A.4 presents additional robustness specifications.
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Conclusion



This paper incorporates uncertainty and Bayesian learning into a search model of the residential real estate market. Using the model and a new dataset that combines information on all housing transactions with information on the complete listing and list price history of each property, I find that sellers’ lack of information about home values matters. It affects listing and pricing decisions enough to have a significant impact on welfare, and it has important effects on equilibrium house price dynamics. In particular, uncertainty and learning can explain a significant amount of the predictability of short-run price appreciation rates that has been well-documented in the literature and has led researchers to question the efficiency of the housing market. The parameter estimates themselves also reveal several new findings about the nature of seller information at the time of listing and during the listing period. Seller beliefs are relatively precise: the variance of the seller’s prior is low relative to the variance that would arise if sellers used alternative sources of market information. The estimates of the mean of the seller’s initial prior show that sellers place too much weight on lagged information. Thus, 47



In results not reported, I find that the effects of ∆6 on prices diminish as we move later in the sample period. The time pattern of prices in Figure 1 provides a likely explanation. As the recession deepened, sellers learned that prices were on a downward trajectory, and did a better job of adjusting the prices of recent comparable sales for the downward trajectory of prices. I also find that the effects of ∆6 are stronger for houses with higher S.
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when prices are falling, sellers overestimate the value of their homes on average, leading to higher list prices, longer TOM, a higher withdrawal rate, and sometimes lower sales prices. The data set I use in this paper comes from one market over a short time period. I selected this market and time period because of data availability. It would be interesting to test how the predictions of the model are affected during hot markets, and also how the predictions change going forward as the internet continues to improve the availability of information at lower costs. I have presented evidence that abstracting from competition would not significantly affect the conclusions reached in this paper, but extending housing search models to the multi-agent setting is important for addressing a number of other interesting topics, including endogenous cycling between housing booms and busts, and the effects of foreclosures externalities.
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A A.1



Appendix Detail on Calculation of Expected Prices



pˆit is the log expected sales price for house i in month t.48 This expected price is simply equal to the previous log price paid for the house plus some neighborhood (zip code in this analysis) level of appreciation or depreciation. To calculate the level of appreciation, I follow Shiller (1991), who estimates the following model p∗ijt = vi + δjt + ijt



(23)



where v is a house fixed effect, δjt is a neighborhood specific time dummy, and ijt is an error term. We can estimate the coefficients on the neighborhood-specific time dummies, which form the basis of a quality adjusted neighborhood index of price appreciation, through first-differencing and OLS using a sample of repeat-sales. In practice, when I estimate the time-dummy coefficients for a particular zip code j, I use the entire sample of repeat sales from 1988-2009, except I weight the observations for zip code i using 1/2 distij 1 φ( ) = h h ∗ std(distij ) 



Wi(j)



(24)



where φ is the standard normal pdf, dist is the distance between the centroids of the zip codes i and j, and h is a bandwidth.49 I use this weighting scheme because sometimes the number of sales in a particular zip code in a particular month is not large. The second expected price, pˆLit , is the log expected list price in the initial week of listing. If we had a longer time series of list prices, we could construct this price exactly as explained above, except substitute list prices in the initial week of listing for sales prices. Since I do not observe the previous log list price for each home listed during my sample, I proxy for it with p∗0 + δˆ0 , where p∗0 is the previous log sales price and δˆ0 is the sales price index (calculated from the repeat sales analysis described above) during the month of previous sale. Then, for each listing in my sample, I regress pL − (p∗0 + δˆ0 ) on month dummies, where pL is the list price in the initial week of listing. I also use weighted regression here, although the small numbers problem is not as problematic because the number of sales is a subset of the number of listings.



A.2



Proof of Theorem 1



Buyers will inspect house i when the expected surplus from visiting exceeds the expected cost, i.e. when 48



In the model, the time period is a week. I calculate weekly expected prices by distributing monthly price changes equally across weeks within a month. 49 I set the bandwidth equal to 0.25. This choice of bandwidth implies that the weights decline about 40 percent as we move 10 miles away from the centroid of a neighborhood. The main results of the paper are robust to alternative choices of bandwidth. I also include a dummy variable for foreclosures to capture the forced sales discount (see Campbell, Giglio, and Pathak (2009)).
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Z



∞



(1 − λ)



(v − pL )



pL



1 v − vˆ φ( )dv ≥ −κ σvˆ σvˆ



(25)



where φ is the standard normal distribution. The lower limit of integration is pL because the buyer receives no surplus when her valuation is below the list price. To show that the optimal buyer behavior takes the reservation value form, it is sufficient to show that the term in the integral in equation (25) is increasing in vˆ. Using properties of the truncated normal distribution, we rewrite the integral as (ˆ v − pL )(1 − Φ(



pL − vˆ pL − vˆ )) + σvˆφ( ) σvˆ σvˆ



(26)



Taking the derivative of this expression with respect to vˆ gives (1 − Φ(



pL − vˆ pL − vˆ pL − vˆ pL − vˆ )) + (ˆ v − pL )φ( ) + (pL − vˆ)φ( ) = 1 − Φ( ) > 0. σvˆ σvˆ σvˆ σvˆ



(27)



To show the particular form of v¯, using properties of the truncated normal distribution, we rewrite equation (25) for vˆ = v¯ as   pL − v¯ pL − v¯ L )) + σvˆφ( ) + κ = 0. (28) (1 − λ) (¯ v − p )(1 − Φ( σvˆ σvˆ ∂z ∂z Let z be the left hand size of (28). It is clear from (28) that ∂p . Then, using L = − ∂¯ v ∂¯ v the implicit function theorem, ∂pL = 1. Thus, the remaining determinant of v¯ will be an additively separable term, T ∗ . To get an expression for T ∗ , plugging the solution for v¯ into (28), we get   −T ∗ −T ∗ ∗ )) + σvˆφ( ) + κ = 0. (29) (1 − λ) (T )(1 − Φ( σvˆ σvˆ



Given values for (λ, σvˆ, κ), we can solve for T ∗ using fixed-point iteration.



A.3



Detail on Alternative Demand Predictors



In this section, I describe how I generate the priors used in the simulations discussed in Section 7.2. I first describe the ‘back-of-the-envelope’ calculation used to estimate the amount of uncertainty that arises from using zillow.com. I use data from zillow.com on how Zestimates compare to sales prices for homes sold in Los Angeles from July-September 2010. Zillow.com reports the percent of estimates that fall within 5 percent, 10 percent, and 20 percent of the sales price. Assuming that the distribution of the percentage difference between sales price and Zestimate is N (0, σ 2 ), I estimate σ using method of moments with the weighting matrix set to the identity matrix and the three statistics reported from zillow.com as moments. This gives an estimate of 0.1414. However, this will overstate the amount of uncertainty for a given house because some amount of price dispersion arises from heterogeneity in holding costs, randomness in the search process, etc. Fortunately, the structural model provides an estimate of this dispersion. Then the amount of uncertainty is calculated as the residual 40



between .1442 and the amount of price dispersion conditional on quality predicted by the model. I adjust the results slightly for the fact that Zestimates are for condo and single family home sales whereas my parameters are estimated off of a sample of single family home sales using the estimate of h1 . I now discuss how I calculate the priors in specifications (7)-(9). In order to calculate µ, sellers need to know p0 +δjt −δj0 +eit , where p0 is the log purchase price, j indexes the seller’s neighborhood, and t indexes the month. δjt − δj0 measures the amount of appreciation or depreciation since the time of purchase. Appendix A.1 describes how I estimate these price indexes using a local linear repeat sales estimator. There will be a prediction error associated with each of the alternative demand predictors in Table 6 because all of or part of the true δjt − δj0 is unavailable. For example, the CaseShiller price index is reported with a 2-month lag, so δjt will be unavailable. Furthermore, the Case-Shiller index measures price changes at the metropolitan (not the zip-code) level. I calculate the prediction error as error = (δjt − δj0 ) − (δˆjt − δˆj0 )



(30)



for each zip-code in each month where δˆ indicates the time effect estimated under each alternative data source.50 Since I estimate the model using a sample where home prices are falling, I calculate the prediction error for the months during the years 1990-1997 and 2007-2009 for Los Angeles and San Francisco. During these years, home prices were falling. I set the mean and standard deviation of the prediction error equal to the mean and standard deviation of the prior on µ. However, there is also uncertainty over eit . I assume that this is equal to the uncertainty that arises from using zillow.com. This is reasonable because zillow.com has the data to calculate localized price indexes, but it cannot in general account for renovations or other time-varying unobserved characteristics that would be captured in eit .



A.4



Expectation Bias: Additional Results



Although correlation between ∆6 and unobserved heterogeneity in motivation to sell or house quality cannot explain the price results in Table 8, correlation between ∆6 and the amount of uncertainty about home values can generate similar pricing patterns. If the list price is viewed as a commitment to sell at that price as in Chen and Rosenthal (1996), then the theoretical explanation is that uncertain sellers should set high list prices in order to test the market before committing to sell at a price that may be too low. Uncertainty should have a cost, however, and this may be reflected in lower sales prices on average. In Appendix Table 1, I test for these effects using Sit as a proxy for the amount of uncertainty facing each seller. The mean of Sit is 0.13 and the standard deviation is 0.07. Uncertainty slightly (but significantly) increases list prices and the propensity to withdraw; it has no effect on sales prices; and it slightly (but significantly) decreases TOM. The results are similar if the standard deviation of square feet is used instead of S. Assuming that any unobserved uncertainty that is correlated with ∆6 affects selling behavior similarly to S, then 50



I assume that the length since time of purchase is 5 years, but the results are not sensitive to this assumption.



41



the TOM and sales price results presented here suggest that the results in Table 8 cannot be explained by unobserved heterogeneity in the amount of uncertainty.
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Log Price Index



Figure 1: Real Log Price Index in Los Angeles 1987-2009 Case-Shiller Index 5.8 5.6 5.4 5.2 5 4.8 4.6 4.4 4 4 4.2 4



Figure 2: Timeline of Events in Model Seller gets signal, z, about μt - μt-1; seller Pay cost c



updates beliefs
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Buyer gets signal, chooses whether to



Seller updates beliefs from buyer behavior;
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This option is only available if the buyer inspects. Seller receives a flow utility equal to (1-β)v w.
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Figure 3: Simulations of Select Moments L
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Figure 5: Home Value Indexes for Los Angeles
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Initial List Price Adjusted for Bias



Figure 6: Average Relative Welfare Loss from Uncertainty $18,000 $12,000 $6,000 $0 0
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Figure 7: Average Welfare Loss Under Suboptimal Behavior with 3 % Realtor Fee Relative to Fully Optimal Behavior with 6 % Realtor Fee $9,000 $5,000 $1,000 -$3,000 -$7,000 0
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Log(List Price) = Log(List Price*) + N(0,.04)
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Figure 8 Test for Expectation Bias
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Table 1: Summary Statistics Sold (N = 47799) Withdrawn (N = 59792) 25th Pctile Median 75th Pctile 25th Pctile Median 75th Pctile List Price/Expected Sales Price Weeks on Market Weeks Until First List Price Change1 1 Change in List Price Change in List Price at Delisting Relative to Listing % of Properties with No Price Change % of Price Changes that are Increases Square Feet Year Built Sales Price



0.94 7 4 -7.23% -14.17% --1180 1950 370000



1.05 14 6 -4.08% -3.58% 40.24% 6.99% 1499 1957 515000



1.18 27 11 -2.11% 0.00% --1974 1977 720000



1.02 11 4 -7.25% -10.95% --1150 1948 --



1.16 20 7 -3.87% -2.49% 42.02% 8.63% 1478 1956



1.34 31 13 -1.87% 0.00% --1983 1975



1



Conditional on at least one list price change.



Note: All of the differences in means between the two groups are statistically significant. Expected Price is a predicted sales price based on a repeat sales regression.
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Table 2: Percent of Sellers on Market that Adjust List Price by Week Since Initial Listing Weeks Since Listing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 >=25



% Adjusting List Price 4.52% 6.97% 8.60% 9.40% 9.68% 8.93% 8.69% 8.48% 8.36% 8.24% 7.99% 7.91% 8.10% 7.96% 7.56% 7.27% 7.23% 7.29% 6.96% 6.83% 6.96% 6.54% 6.54% 6.84% 7.23%
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Table 3: Parameter Estimates of the Structural Model Variable



Description



Estimate



Std. error



h0



Intercept of st. dev. of initial prior.



0.0608



0.0043



h1



How st. dev. of initial prior varies with the heterogeneity of surrounding homes.



0.1174



0.0067



ση



St. dev. of buyer valuations.



0.2224



0.0035



c



Weekly holding cost.



-0.0020



1.6E-04



κ



Buyer inspection cost.



-0.0090



0.0035



σv



Standard deviation of buyer uncertainty.



0.1998



0.0220



λ



Prob. that competition drives the sales price above the list price.



0.5427



0.0421



α



Determines how seller beliefs depend on prices of previous comparables.



0.6466



0.0234



μwL



Mean of unobserved utility of withdrawing (low type).



-0.0443



0.0217



μwH



Mean of unobserved utility of withdrawing (high type).



0.5755



0.0050



σw



Standard deviation of unobserved utility of withdrawing.



0.1089



0.0093



γ



Probability seller is low type.



0.2726



0.0161



σz



St. dev. of signal about weekly decline in mean valuations.



0.0230



0.0078



β



Weekly Discount Factor.



0.9990



--



μp



Mean of Belief about weekly decline in mean valuations.



-0.0030



--



σp



St. dev. of Belief about weekly decline in mean valuations.



0.0080



--



N=107591 Note: The final three parameters are fixed in estimation.
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Table 4: Moments Used in Estimation Note: All prices are in logs and pricehat is the log expected sales price. Weight is the diagonal element of the weighting matrix associated with each moment calculated from a first stage. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48



Mean price-pricehat Std price-pricehat Mean of price-pricehat homes sold at week 5 Mean of price-pricehat homes sold at week 10 Mean of price-pricehat homes sold at week 20 Std of price-pricehat homes sold at week 5 Std of price-pricehat homes sold at week 10 Std of price-pricehat homes sold at week 20 Mean listprice-price Std listprice-price Mean listprice-price homes sold at week 5 Mean listprice-price homes sold at week 10 Mean listprice-price homes sold at week 20 Std listprice-price homes sold at week 5 Std listprice-price homes sold at week 10 Std listprice-price homes sold at week 20 Mean listprice-pricehat Mean listprice-pricehat in week 5 Mean listprice-pricehat in week 15 Std listprice-pricehat % of prices above listprice % of prices equal listprice mean sale price - list price when price above std sale price - list price when price above Mean listprice change in week 5 Mean listprice change in week 15 Std listprice change in week 5 Std listprice change in week 15 .05 percentile of listprice change distribution in week 5 % of sold homes that sell in week 1 % of sold homes that sell in week 2 % of sold homes that sell in week 3 % of sold homes that sell in week 4 % of sold homes that sell in week 5 % of sold homes that sell in week 6 % of sold homes that sell in week 7 % of sold homes that sell in week 8 % of sold homes that sell in week 9 % of sold homes that sell in week 10 % of sold homes that sell in week 11 % of sold homes that sell in week 12 % of sold homes that sell in week 13 % of sold homes that sell in week 14 % of sold homes that sell in week 15 % of sold homes that sell in week 16 % of sold homes that sell in week 17 % of sold homes that sell in week 18 51 % of sold homes that sell in week 19



Moment -1.06% 20.02% -0.14% 0.55% 1.09% 19.93% 20.67% 20.67% 4.57% 10.02% 3.30% 3.65% 5.29% 8.75% 7.72% 9.45% 12.91% 11.23% 12.81% 22.77% 17.86% 15.01% 4.02% 3.55% -0.45% -0.40% 2.20% 2.43% -3.52% 3.73% 3.85% 3.13% 3.04% 3.48% 4.01% 4.40% 4.34% 3.92% 3.59% 3.51% 3.12% 3.35% 2.74% 2.56% 2.54% 2.54% 2.13% 2.05%



Simulated Moment 2.04% 23.81% 4.61% 3.61% 2.03% 22.95% 22.96% 23.94% 4.55% 7.73% 4.45% 4.54% 4.56% 7.62% 7.67% 7.76% 11.98% 10.67% 12.47% 23.13% 15.58% 13.11% 8.50% 7.66% -0.27% -0.30% 0.56% 0.52% -1.09% 4.78% 4.65% 4.43% 4.12% 4.21% 4.00% 3.69% 3.47% 3.54% 3.19% 2.99% 2.84% 2.92% 2.67% 2.47% 2.30% 2.36% 2.13% 2.04%



Weight 1408 993 1406 1449 720 2102 2166 1077 901185 821 12181 12554 6240 2721 2805 1394 53204 21400 13719 43498 1060 316 1340 1519 1185798 760174 4671 2995 2199 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320



49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59



% of sold homes that sell in week 20 % of sold homes that sell in week 21 % of sold homes that sell in week 22 % of sold homes that sell in week 23 % of sold homes that sell in week 24 % of sold homes that sell in week 25 % of sold homes that sell in week >25 Effect of S on Prices Effect of ∆ 6 on Prices



1.78% 1.78% 1.77% 1.61% 1.49% 1.59% 27.94% 0.11 0.21



1.87% 1.97% 1.78% 1.63% 1.57% 1.57% 26.83% 0.09 0.21



5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 5320 4377 213534



0.44 0.17



0.27 0.59



38 13



60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81



% of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 1 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 2 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 3 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 4 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 5 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 6 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 7 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 8 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 9 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 10 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 11 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 12 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 13 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 14 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 15 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 16 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 17 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 18 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 19 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 20 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 21 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 22



2.60% 2.17% 2.17% 2.28% 2.37% 2.57% 2.46% 2.72% 2.81% 2.59% 2.59% 2.99% 4.17% 2.91% 2.41% 2.35% 2.62% 2.59% 1.97% 1.98% 2.18% 2.40%



2.86% 2.99% 2.96% 2.92% 2.30% 2.73% 2.77% 2.73% 2.14% 2.64% 2.63% 2.60% 1.98% 2.56% 2.53% 2.48% 1.90% 2.35% 2.38% 2.34% 1.75% 2.22%



4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679 4679



82 83 84 85 86 87 88



% of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 23 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 24 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week 25 % of withdrawn homes that withdraw in week >25 % withdraw List price at delisting - initial list price for sales List price at delisting - initial list price for withdrawals



1.90% 1.98% 2.67% 37.56% 55.57% -9.90% -8.00%



2.16% 2.11% 1.59% 39.38% 56.73% -9.58% -4.25%



4679 4679 4679 4679 1926 30249 771



Effect of S on Withdraw Effect of ∆ 6 on Withdraw
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Table 5 Additional Results From Model All Results are Averages Across Sellers



Sales Price



% List Price at List Price Number of Reduction in in week 1 delisting Offers uncertainty



Bias About % of Total μ at Potential delisting Sellers



Average vw Among % Sell



Potential Sellers



$303,120



$351,560



$372,286



0.7879



Unmotivated Seller 7.92% 7.27%



53.85%



10.09%



$264,943



$220,540



$283,679



$237,435



2.8696



Motivated Seller 26.18% 3.48%



46.15%



85.73%



$8,467



Note: All dollar figures are normalized by the mean of the valuation distribution. For example, Sales Price = 100,000 implies that prices are $100,000 higher than the average buyer valuation.
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Table 6 Seller Welfare Under Alternative Priors Relative to Welfare at Estimated Prior



Description of How Prior on μ is Formed



Seller Prior on μ Bias Std Dev



Mean Gain as Percent of Welfare Gain Relative to (1) Average 1 Mean 25th Pctile 50th Pctile 75th Pctile Sales Price



Variations on Estimated Prior (Welfare Figures Assume 6 Percent Realtor Commission) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)



Estimated Prior at Average S Estimated Prior, No Bias at Average S Estimated Prior at 10th Pctile of S Estimated Prior at 90th Pctile of S Full Information



0.0362 0.0000 0.0362 0.0362 0.0000



0.0741 0.0741 0.0657 0.0848 0.0000



-$1,994 $964 -$990 $8,658



-$557 $516 -$1,432 $3,493



-$1,404 $1,079 -$1,093 $7,691



-$3,803 $1,412 -$556 $12,333



-0.45% 0.22% -0.22% 1.95%



-$7,500 -$18,641 -$27,523 -$46,527



$872 -$5,620 -$15,930 -$41,041



-0.93% -3.21% -5.06% -10.21%



Alternative Demand Predictors (Welfare Figures Assume 3 Percent Realtor Commission) (6) (7) (8) (9)



Zillow.com (Zestimates ) Case-Shiller Data FHFA Data Hedonic Analysis; County, Yr, Sqft. Controls



0.0000 0.0147 0.0149 0.0466



0.0971 0.1271 0.1680 0.3629



-$4,135 -$14,256 -$22,482 -$45,333



-$11,361 -$24,641 -$32,887 -$48,928



1



The average sales price when sellers have the prior in (1) is $444,000 in this simulation.



Note: The labels for the alternative demand predictors refer to the data source used to form demand expectations. See appendix for a description of the assumptions used to calculate the parameters of each prior. The bias from zillow.com is conservatively set to zero because I do not have information to calculate biases in Zestimates.
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Table 7 Sales Price Regressions from Simulated Model Dependent Variable: Annual Price Changes (Prices in Logs) Prices Not Aggregated OLS Estimates of AR(1) Coefficient



-0.033



Assumptions Uncertainty Over Weekly Price Changes Initial Beliefs Depend on Previous Comparable Sales



0.105



x



Prices Aggregated at Quarterly Level 0.204



x x



0.010



0.128



x



0.235



x x



Note: The mean of the valuation distribution is assumed to follow a random walk at the weekly level with a drift of -.003. Sellers are assumed to have rational expectations about price changes during the selling horizon. All parameters are fixed at their estimated values. Simulated data is for 48,000 weeks and 20,000 sellers at each week.
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Table 8: OLS Regressions Illustrating Bias San Francisco and Los Angeles Samples Combined t-statistics in italics



Regressors



(1) List Price



Dependent Variable (2) (3) Sales Price TOM



0.006



-0.012



3.163



0.062



2.08



-3.93



12.43



12.71



0.006



-0.023



4.651



0.075



1.91



-7.18



18.15



15.28



0.011



-0.030



5.791



0.092



3.43



-9.31



22.37



18.81



0.026



-0.016



7.001



0.101



8.05



-4.66



25.85



19.99



0.026



-0.024



6.897



0.105



7.60



-7.03



24.17



19.85



0.025



-0.019



6.775



0.099



7.00



-5.23



22.64



17.99



0.021



-0.031



6.227



0.118



5.81



-8.76



20.42



21.18



0.019



-0.040



6.269



0.127



5.29



-11.15



20.07



22.21



0.043 11.88



-0.010 -2.94



1.371 4.26



0.074 12.34



X



X



(4) Withdraw



Deciles of Price Change Distribution (∆6)



d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 d10 Controls for Expected Sales Price Controls for Change in Expected Price Over Selling Horizon



X



# of Observations 82277 82277 82277 169866 ̽Bold ̽ coefficients indicate cases where the change in list price from moving up 1 decile is positive and significant and the change in sales price is negative and significant. All prices are measured in logs. All prices in the dependent variable are normalized by the expected sales price. TOM is measured in weeks. d1 is the excluded group. All specifications include quarter dummies and controls for whether the property is real estate owned (REO).
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Appendix Table 1: OLS Regressions Illustrating the Effects of Uncertainty San Francisco and Los Angeles Samples Combined t-statistics in italics



Regressors



S



(1) List Price



Dependent Variable (2) (3) Sales Price TOM



0.100 10.39



0.006 0.56



Controls for Expected Sales Price Controls for Change in Expected Price Over Selling Horizon # of Observations



(4) Withdraw



-10.537 -13.16



0.189 13.12



X



X



X 82277



82277



82277



169866



All prices are measured in logs. All prices in the dependent variable are normalized by the expected sales price. TOM is measured in weeks. All specifications include quarter dummies and controls for whether the property is real estate owned (REO). S is the standard deviation of the year built for all homes that sold within a .5 mile radius of house i in the 6 years prior to month t.
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